Gowran N.S.
Results of School Uniform Survey, January 2014
155 families were surveyed
113 families responded

Outcome:
Uniform:

112 want a school uniform

1 doesn’t

Tracksuit:

111 want a unique tracksuit

1 doesn’t

Crest:

103 want a crest

8 don’t

90 want crest as it is now
5 want an iron on crest
5 want a sew on crest
3 either iron on or sew

Comments:














The school uniform is a good idea. It saves time and money in the long term. Everyone is dressed the
same.
Thanks for the infant tracksuit. It is developmentally appropriate.
I would prefer uniforms to be worn for infants also
If the uniform was the tracksuit only, it is more likely the children would adhere to the policy and
would be easier to manage at home.
I’d prefer if the tracksuit could be worn every day. The tie should be done away with. It is unnecessary
and impractical for children.
I’d be happy if the quality was better. The present one fades quickly. A cheaper one might last as long.
Is the tracksuit cheaper if the crest is sewn on?
If sew on is cheaper, it could be transferred from old to new but if there’s no change in price, stick
with what we have.
Children should be allowed wear their tracksuit every day as it encourages them to be active. Girls are
very restricted with skirts and shoes.
It is my opinion that the school tracksuit is the most practical option for children especially as they
play sports most days – not just on days when they have P.E. I would like if there was an option for
children to wear their tracksuits daily.
The tracksuit should be v-neck as the round neck is tight and would look nicer with the polo shirt. The
uniform jumper should have a crest.
The tracksuit should be the uniform. It is more comfortable and more practical for the children.

